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“ It’s critical to make correct decisions the first time to optimize the Investments especially during tough times. GIS provides 
economic developers and Decision makers a framework for decision making, which helps minimize risk and maximize 
value. ”

Economic developers and decision makers need effective decision-making tools that help them conduct analysis, display 
and disseminate results and make informed decisions about where to locate new services ,projects and businesses 
or grow existing ones. GIS technology is proven to be, powerful and effective in delivering these functionalities to 
help economic developers sustain economic recovery and growth. GIS tools can provide the necessary platform for 
visualization, modeling, analysis, and collaboration.

The Sultanate of Oman realized the vital role of geospatial information in the success of many government organizations 
in late 1980s, and took the initiative to introduce GIS technology in the government planning activities. Since then, 
many government organizations have invested in geospatial information adoption and spatial data production to 
support the development projects and enhance businesses. 

National Centre for Statistics & Information being responsible for building National Spatial Data Infrastructure is 
committed to developing the National geospatial ecosystem in the Sultanate of Oman and its contribution to national 
growth. Establishing such technical and institutional frameworks, cooperation and engagement with stakeholders, 
capacity building in required skills, technology updates, are all requisites for developing a spatially enabled society. 
NCSI is working closely with stakeholders (Government and Semi Government entities) to support them effectively 
utilizing the GeoSpatial Information and technology to improve their business processes and make it more effective 
with Location Intelligence. 

Dr. Khalifa Al Barwani
Chief Executive Officer
National Centre for Statistics & Information
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A Geographic Information System (GIS) is 
a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, 
analyze, manage, and present spatial or geographic 
data. A geographic information system (GIS) lets 
users visualize, question, analyze, and interpret data to 
understand relationships, patterns, and trends.

The data in a GIS system may be associated with a 
wide variety of applications, nevertheless all GIS data 
have one thing in common, they are in some way 
related to geographic position or location, which is 
the common element needed to correlate, integrate 
and spatially analyze the data.

GIS benefits organizations of all sizes and in almost 
every industry. There is a growing interest in and 
awareness of the economic and strategic value of GIS.

GIS brings numerous benefits to Government, 
Business and Community 

• Cost Savings by Greater Efficiency& Eliminating 
Redundancy.

• Improve the Decision Making Process.
• Improved Communication.
• Better Record Keeping (Land Information, Asset 

Management).
• Better management by Managing Geographically.
• Improved Governance.
• Base for building Smart Cities.

What is GIS

Visual Overlay Spatial Analysis Dynamic Linking
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History of GIS in Oman

The Sultanate of Oman realized the importance 
of the Geospatial Information vital role in the 
success of many government organizations in the 
early 1984, and took the initiative to introduce 
GIS technology in the government planning 
activities. National survey Authority was formed 
with responsibility for all survey activities in 
the Sultanate of Oman and for assembling and 
maintaining the Sultanate's geographic archives.

GIS was first introduced in Civil Entities for 
Development Council for Land Information 
System (LIS) in 1989 and Oman’s first Independent 
GIS Department was established in 1992 at 
Supreme Committee for Town Planning. Ministry 
of National Economy used GIS for dissemination 
of Census Information 1993. Since then, many 
government entities had individually invested 
in procuring GIS technology and spatial data 
production to support the development projects 
and to draw the urbanization plans or simply to 
meet their own business needs. 

In 2005 in line with the Oman Digital Society, 
The GIS Directorate at the  Ministry of National 
Economy initiated a Study for Establishing a 
National GIS Authority (NGISA) in Sultanate of 
Oman with the widespread participation from all 
the Government entities using GIS Technology at 
that time.

In 2012 the National Centre for Statistics & 
Information was formed by the Royal Decree 
(31/2012) with the Roles and Responsibilities 
to produce efficiently and high-quality, trusted 
and authoritative statistical information that 
are relevant, reliable and comparable, and to 
disseminate them in an impartial, independent 
and timely manner, making them available 
simultaneously to all government entities and 
Omani community users, to support the decision 
making process. 

The Royal Decree No. (40/2014) mandated NCSI 
to supervise and coordinate with all government 
entities for establishing the ONSDI.



 What is Oman National Spatial
Data Infrastructure

“Providing geospatial information and services for 
all groups in Oman society through a unified and 
standardized geospatial infrastructure built using 
comprehensive framework of integrated policies, 
standards and legislation“.

Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure 
(ONSDI) is a governmental initiative; conceived 
to provide a framework for geospatial 
standards, policies, institutional arrangements, 
and technology infrastructure necessary to 
coordinate, facilitate, and support the sharing 
and utilization of geospatial Information across 
multiple government organizations in the 
Sultanate of Oman. 

The initiative also focuses on building the required 
geospatial capacity and on promoting the use of 
geospatial information in government decision 
making process. 

ONSDI Vision

ONSDI Mission

Strategic Goals

“Enhance the capacity of the sultanate of Oman 
on the best use of geospatial information to 
improve services and raise its profile at the 
global and regional level in the field of geospatial 
information.”

ONSDI Strategy sets four key goals to boost 
the usability of the geospatial information and 
accomplish the ONSDI vision by following the 
international best practices.

1. Establish ONSDI Governance Structure.
2. Develop National Capabilities for Shared 

GeoSpatial Services.
3. Create National GeoSpatial Database and 

Make it available securely.
4. Nationwide GeoSpatial Knowledge 

Enhancement and Capacity Building.
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Role of NCSI for Building Oman 
National Spatial Data Infrastructure 

(ONSDI)

7. Develop the Information Security mechanism 
for GeoSpatial Information in coordination 
with ITA and NSA.

8. Establishment of a training center for GIS and 
Implementation of e-learning portal for GIS 
specific topics.

9. Development of Unified National Basemap 
and ensure alignment of National GeoSpatial 
data to National  Basemap .

10. Provide online GeoSpatial eServices for 
public and stakeholders.

11. GIS Web and Mobile Applications for 
GeoSpatial awareness and supporting 
Economic Development of Oman.

12. Provide GeoSpatial Advisory Services for 
optimum utilization of GIS for achieving 
business goals.

13. Contribute to the National Open Data 
Policy with the GeoSpatial Datasets, develop 
the open datasets for public use.

14. Optimize the GIS Investment by avoiding 
duplication of cost and centralized license 
procurement mechanism.

15. Organize / Support the periodic Geospatial 
Exhibitions / Events to raise awareness for 
GIS in Sultanate of Oman.

16. Represent Sultanate of Oman at various 
local, regional and International forums.

The National Centre for Statistics & 
Information is mandated to establish the Oman 
National Spatial Data Infrastructure (ONSDI) by 
the Royal decree (40/2014), to fulfil the mandate, 
NCSI has established Directorate General of 
NSDI with the roles and responsibilities to 
oversee, supervise and coordinate the activities 
of ONSDI. The high level  responsibilities of NCSI 
towards ONSDI to be executed in coordination 
with stakeholders are defined as under.

1. Establishment of the Oman National Spatial 
Data Infrastructure.

2. Development of National Geo-Spatial 
Policies and Standards based on global 
standards (OGC/ISO) best suited to local 
requirements.

3. GeoEnable the National eTransformation 
Projects in coordination with ITA.

4. Establish a National Geospatial portal to 
provide access of the GIS resources available 
with ONSDI to users according to permitted 
levels.

5. Development of National Geospatial Data 
Sets (NGDB), populate with GeoSpatial 
Data from Data Owners and disseminate 
securely.

6. Design and implement the IT infrastructure 
needed to Host the NSDI infrastructure and 
services.
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Supreme Council for Planning  is the legal 
Governing Body for the ONSDI program, 
supervising the whole program implementation 
and approvals, and provides the funding required 
for the implementation. 

ONSDI Governance team consists of three tiers 
namely Steering Committee, Technical Committee 
and Technical Working Groups.

The ONSDI Steering Committee represents the 
legal and administrative umbrella and responsible 
to look through the implementation plan for the 
ONSDI. The steering committee takes decision 
on ONSDI goals, strategies, policies and core 
activities and coordination with national policies 
and programs. The steering committee provides 
the required support and resources to implement 
ONSDI program by reviewing and approving the 
budget and formulating the Technical Executive 
Committee (TEC) representing the different 
stakeholders.

Following are the members of the Steering 
Committee:
1. CEO of National Centre for Statistics and 

Information (NCSI) - Chairman.
2. Head of the National Survey Authority 

(NSA) – Deputy Chairman.
3. Assistant Inspector General of Police and 

Customs for Administrative and Financial 
Affairs, Royal Oman Police (ROP).

4. Undersecretary of the Ministry of Regional 
Municipalities and Water Resources for 
Municipalities Affairs (MRMWR).

5. Undersecretary of Ministry of Transport & 
Communication for Transport   (MoTC).

6. Chairman of the Public Authority for 
Electricity and Water (PAEW).

7. Undersecretary of the Ministry of Housing 
(MoH).

8. CEO of Information Technology Authority 
(ITA).

9. Director General of Technical Affairs, Muscat 
Municipality (MM).

10. Director General of NSDI, National Centre 
for Statistics and Information ( NCSI).

 ONSDI Governance

 ONSDI Governing
 Body

 Steering
 Committee

Steering 
Committee

Technical Executive 
Committee

Technical Working 
Groups
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The Technical Executive Committee leads the 
standards, policies and strategy development 
and provides inter-government organizations 
governance to ensure the full engagement of the 
stakeholders to the ONSDI objectives.

The Role of Technical Executive Committee is to 
act as the Technical advisory board for reviewing 
Technical Standards and Policies to allow the 
delivery of good quality service, executing the 
ONSDI collective decisions and  incorporating 
them into their organizations work programmes 
,review the geospatial information security 
and ensure the implementation inside their 
organization, Following up the specific Technical 
Working Groups (TWGs) to achieve their role 
and delivering the standards and solutions to the 
issues within their domains.

Following the implementation of the technical 
procedures, Participate and Review the Annual/
Semi-annual Reports to the SC on progress 
towards achieving the ONSDI Strategy’s goals.

The Technical Executive Committee (TEC) is 
formulated from the Heads of GIS units in the 
major government stakeholders. The Technical 
Executive Committee is headed by Director 
General of National Spatial Data Infrastructure, 
(NSDI), NCSI and is Deputy chaired by Director 
of GIS, National Survey Authority (NSA). 

Currently Heads of GIS from 26 entities are 
members to the Technical Executive Committee.

Technical Executive Committee meets every 
month to discuss various technical issues related 
to Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure.

 Technical Executive
Committee

 ONSDI Governance
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The Technical Working Groups (TWGs) are the 
specialized technically focused groups formed to 
meet the objectives defined. Technical Working 
Groups (TWGs) are formed with GeoSpatial 
Technical Experts from key concerned stakeholder 
organizations. Their role is to advise the TEC and 
facilitate the implementation of the decisions of 
the TEC.

TWG members are selected and nominated 
based on nomination from TEC members. Each 
TWG is headed by a technical expert from the 
major stakeholder specific to business domain.

The TWG member works the process of creation 
of National GeoSpatial Standards, Policies, 
GeoSpatial Information Security, Supporting the 
implementation of National GeoSpatial Standards 
etc.

 Technical Working
Groups

Following are current technical working groups:
• Geospatial Data Governance.
• Development of National GeoSpatial 

DataSets .
• Geospatial Data Security.
• GeoSpatial Data Realignment with National 

Basemap.
• Location Intelligence for Government 

eServices.
• Emergency Management & Disaster 

Response.

 ONSDI Governance
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The Most important partners in the ONSDI Program are the Stakeholders – The Government/ Semi 
Government entities who generate and/or use the GeoSpatial Data for their business purposes. 

ONSDI Stakeholders

Technical executive committee members

Royal Office

National Survey Authority

Supreme Council for Planning, SG

Royal Oman Police

Ministry of Regional Municipalities & 

Water Resources

Muscat Municipality

Ministry of Housing

Ministry of Transport & 

Communications

Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries

Ministry of Tourism

Ministry of Interior

Ministry of Oil & Gas

Ministry of Environment & Climate 

Affairs

National Center for Statistics and 

Information

Public Authority for Electricity & Water

Public Authority for Civil Defence & 

Ambulances

Telecommunications Regulatory  

Authority

Information Technology Authority

Authority for Electricity Regulation

Sohar Municipality

Dhofar Municipality

Petroleum Development of Oman

Oman Telecommunications Company

Electricity Holding Company (Nama)

Haya Water

Oman Broadband Company

Stakeholder

Ministry Of Defence Majan Electricity Company

Ministry of Heritage & Culture Mazoon Electricity Company

Ministry of Education Muscat Electricity Distribution 

Company 

Ministry Of Health Sohar Industrial Port Company

Ministry of civil services

Ministry of sports affairs

Ministry of manpower

Ministry Of Social Development

Ministry Of Commerce And Industry

Ministry Of Awqaf And Religious Affairs

Public authority for civil aviation

Public Authority for Investment 

Promotion & Export Development

General Authority for Mining

Diwan of the Royal Court Affairs

National Hydrographic Office

Internal Security Services

Special Economic Zone Authority in 

Duqm

Sultan Qaboos University

Oman Rail

Public establishment for industrial estates 
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ONSDI Initiatives
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Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure 
launched the Unified National Basemap for 
Government Entities, Semi Government Entities, 
Private Sector, Academia and Public. 

The Unified National Basemap is developed in 
coordination with National Survey Authority 
(The National Mapping Agency) and it conforms 
to the National Geodetic Datum ONGD14. The 
Unified National Basemap is developed on basis 
of Aerial Photos of 50 cm resolution.

Unified National Basemap

All the Government entities will align their 
geospatial data with the Unified National Basemap 
as per decision issued by Supreme Council for 
Planning.

The Unified National Basemap is available as:
GeoSpatial Dataset for all Government and Semi 
Government Entities
Online Web Map Service (WMS), which can 
be used directly in GeoEnabled web & Mobile 
applications to Public
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The NCSI GeoPlatform provides the means to 
search for spatial data sets and spatial data services 
available with the government stakeholders, 
members of NSDI, and public users with the 
possibility to view and download spatial data sets 
for the registered users (stakeholders).

The GeoPlatform is aiming to make available 
relevant, standardized and quality geospatial 
information (data and services) to support 
formulation of decisions, projects implementation, 
all with secure access and data sharing policy.

 ONSDI Data Clearinghouse -
GeoPlatform

The GeoPlatform as well provides interaction 
with users by allowing feedback from the users 
and by providing the functionality of uploading 
data for then registered users (stakeholders). 

The GeoPlatform is integrated with the NCSI 
portal enforcing the range of information NCSI 
is providing to the local, regional and international 
communities including public and academia.
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National GeoSpatial DataBase 
(NGDB)

Oman NSDI is currently developing National 
GeoSpatial Database (NGDB) in coordination 
with its stakeholders. The National GeoSpatial 
Database is being developed based on Common 
Required GeoSpatial Data for all Stakeholders. The 
NGDB is being developed based on International 
Best Practices, International Standards (OGC 
/ISO) customized to best suited to Oman 
Requirements.

The Logical Database Design and Data Ownership 
has been approved by Technical Executive 
committee. Creation of Physical Database and 
Data population of GeoSpatial Data being shared 
by Data Owners is in Progress. The National 
GeoSpatial Database will host GeoSpatial Data 
shared by the Data Owners.

A Technical Working Group for defining 
GeoSpatial Security under leadership of National 
Survey Authority (NSA) has been formed to 
define the security classification for GeoSpatial 
DataSets. Based on the Security classification the 
NGDB will be shared with ONSDI stakeholders, 
Private Sector, Academia and Public in general.

NSDI

MoAF
Land	&	
Plots

Educat
ion

Enviro
nment

…

Planni
ngHealth

Touris
m

Utilitie
s

Censu
s

Transport

NGDS	
Data	
Inputs

Municipal

Land	&	Plots

Utilities

Health

Planning	Environment

Commerce

Tourism
Census

Transport

NGDS	
Data	

Inputs

Public	
organizations

Business

People

National	GeoSpatial DataBase (NGDB)
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National GeoSpatial Standards

Standards facilitate development, sharing, and use 
of geospatial data and services. The Oman NSDI 
is developing National GeoSpatial Standards 
for implementing the NSDI, in consultation and 
cooperation with Government entities (member 
of the technical executive committee). The 
standards being developed, are based on Global 
GeoSpatial Standards e.g. ISO / OGC customized 
to the local requirements. Oman NSDI is member 
of Open GeoSpatial Consortium (OGC).

Government, Semi Government entities that 
collect, use, or disseminate geographic information 
and/or carry out related spatial data activities shall 
use Oman National  GeoSpatial standards both 
internally and through their activities involving 
partners, grants, and contracts.

Oman NSDI launched its first National GeoSpatial 
Standard for Metadata Information in Q4, 2016 
in addition to Oman National Geodetic Datum 
(ONGD 14) by National Survey Authority.

Oman NSDI is working on development of 
following standards; to be released shortly.

• GeoSpatial Data Management Standards.
• GeoSpatial Data Sharing Standards.
• GeoSpatial Data Content Standards.

TC211	ISO

Approved

Work	in	
Progress
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ONSDI GeoSpatial Mobile 
Framework

Mobile GIS is the latest technology trend and all 
the government and semi government entities in 
Oman are planning to launch their mobile apps 
(if have not done so already) sooner or later. A 
mobile GIS allows folks out in the field to capture, 
store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display 
geospatial data and information. 

Most of the GIS enabled Mobile applications 
have a large of common requirements related 
to GIS functionalities. Oman National Spatial 
Data Infrastructure has developed a ONSDI 
GeoSpatial Mobile Framework for its stakeholders; 
which addresses most of these common GIS 
requirements. 

The ONSDI GeoSpatial Mobile framework 
is developed to be Extendible, Configurable, 
Customizable and supporting Multi platform.

The ONSDI GeoSpatial Mobile framework 
support following common functionalities: 
Display of Stakeholder’s Business Layers on top 
of Unified National Basemap, Location Search, 
Advanced Search, Shortest Path Routing,  Nearby 
Search, Individual Profile, Voluntary Geographical 
Information (Crowd Sourcing), App Feedback etc. 
Mobile Framework is available for ios and Android 
Platforms.
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ONSDI Web Services

A Web Map Service (WMS) / Web Feature 
Service (WFS) / OGC Compliant Web Services 
are standard protocols for serving (over the 
Internet) georeferenced map images which a map 
server generates using data from a GIS database, 
WMS services can be used directly in the GIS 
enabled Web and Mobile applications.

Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure have 
developed and launched various OGC Compliant 
Web Services for its stakeholders, Private 
Businesses, Academia and Public. The Services are 
accessible from Oman NSDI’s GeoPlatform. 

The Services from Oman NSDI contains 
Imagery Services, National Basemap Services 
and Map Services related to specific datasets 
related to geospatial sectors e.g. Health Services, 
Recreational Services, Hydrography, National 
Boundary, Buildings, Land cover, Transportation 
etc.

Build your own value-added solutions

Optical Imagery
Reference Layers Services

Radar Imagery
Easy Access to Data
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Unified Addressing System

An addressing information plays a vital role in most 
transactions, provided by thousands of different 
organizations – from registering to vote, collection 
of waste, delivery of social care, connection of 
utility services, quotation for insurance, delivery 
of packages, allocation of school places and most 
crucially responding to emergency situations 
where time really can be a matter of life or death. 
A geographical overview of addresses is required 
for a large area, such as Urban Planning, land 
administration, utility planning & Maintenance, 
Emergency Services, Logistics & Deliveries etc.

Currently Sultanate of Oman does not have a 
unified addressing system across the country. 
NCSI in coordination with Muscat Municipality, 
Sohar Municipality, Dhofar Municipality, Ministry 
of Regional Municipality and Water Resources, 
Ministry of Housing and Royal Oman Police 
has started an initiative to establish a Unified 
Addressing System in the Sultanate of Oman. 

The project aims to achieve the following goals: 

• To develop an address database for the 
Sultanate of Oman .

• All buildings, residents, offices will be provides 
an Address which will be available thru 
centralized Addressing Database.

• Integrate the Unified addressing system to 
various Government Applications which 
requires Address for individuals or businesses.

• Provide the Addressing Data to Business and 
private sectors.

• Enable upcoming eCensus 2020.
• Physical Implementation of Signage (To be 

done in later stage of project by Municipalities).
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GeoSpatial Advisory Services

Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure 
(ONSDI) program provides advisory services to 
its stakeholder entities in the field of geographic 
information systems (GIS) to achieve higher 
maturity levels for an Integrated Spatial institutional 
framework and achieve the benefits of the GIS 
Technology in their respective business processes.

Oman NSDI is working with many entities and 
providing them active support in the regard and 
Oman NSDI welcomes other entities to contact 
ONSDI if they need any support related to 
geographic information systems (GIS). Oman 
NSDI also plans to initiate training programs for 
its stakeholders and to fulfill the objective; ONSDI 
held its fist ONSDI Technical Seminar in month of 
January 2017.
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ONSDI Applications



• G2C & G2G apps to spread 
GeoSpatial Awareness

• Apps to support Multiple 
Business Sectors

• Based on Central National 
GIS Data Repository 
(NGDB)

• Support Oman’s e-
Transformation Initiative

• Based on ONSDI  Shared 
Services 

• Eco-Tourism promotion
• Business referrals
• User feedback
• Free listing of services 
• Hybrid and Satellite maps
• Guided navigation
• Essential Contacts
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Oman Explorer

Oman Explorer is a Oman NSDI Map Viewer 
application where users can visualize the 
GeoSpatial Information. 

Oman Explorer allows users to browse and 
analyze the GeoSpatial data provided by the 
Oman National Spatial Data Infrastructure which 
has been created based on GeoSpatial datasets 
shared by Data Owners.

The application provides a range of functions 
through easy-to-use tools that allow the user to 
view and browse the map, query and search tools, 
spatial data processing tools and report extraction. 
In Addition Oman Explorer also provides access 
to advanced tools for advanced users.

Oman Explore is available for Public use and can 
be accessed from NCSI’s Website.

Oman	Explorer
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Tour Oman - A Mobile App for 
Tourism Sector

TourOman is an ESRI Award winning geo-spatial 
e-tour guide mobile app which, enables tourists 
and residents of Sultanate of Oman to search, 
locate and route for prominent Attractions and 
service locations across Sultanate of Oman. 
The App provides facility to plan the trip to the 
multiple locations via shortest-path-routing. 

Tourists will be able to search the places of 
Interest and will be able to reach them using the 
navigation capability available in the application. 
The application also provides tourists to search 
and navigate to various location based services 
like shopping places; health Facilities, historical 
sites, recreational areas, tourism etc. in near 
vicinity by rendering route plans via live hybrid 
and satellite maps. It engages users to send their 
feedback and recommendations for  missing or 
new service locations.

Over 563 location of interest and 22.4K service 
centers are catalogued by both region and by 
service types in the current Version 3 of this app. 
It received over 200K service requests in first 18 
months of availability. 

The TourOman App works based upon the 
Geospatial Data Sets (NGDS) of the Oman 
National Spatial Data Infrastructure (ONSDI) 
platform. The ONSDI provides easy access to the 
organized, standardized, up-to-date and high quality 
Geospatial Information and shared e-Government 
services for sustainable eTransformation. 
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Banki – A Mobile App for Financial 
Sector

One of the tracks used by NSDI to utilize web 
services is developing and delivering mobile 
applications , the first of which was “Banki”.

This application is built to provide end users with 
necessary tools to search, locate and navigate to 
Bank branches, ATMs and CDMs. Banks providing 
special services related to loans, investments etc. 
or to find nearby services.

It also helps find insurance company offices by 
services provided (health insurance, life insurance, 
corporate or individual). It also provides routing, 
rating and feedback capabilities.The Application 
can work in offline mode as well.

Features

Insurance 
companies

Money 
exchanges

Search for ATM 
CDMGeolocation

find nearby
services

Corporation 
with lading 

banks

Quick search
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Home	delivery

Electricity

Water	utility	
Government	&
Municipalities

Healthcare	

Services	Requests

Property
&	Building

Police	&	Emergency
Dispatch

Taxi	callas

Business
&	commercial

Census

Education
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Government Services Locator

The Government Services Locater is an Initiative 
from Oman NSDI under its Government to 
Community program aiming to facilitate the 
residents and business of Oman to find the 
location of Government Services nearest to the 
user’s location in Sultanate of Oman. It helps public 
users to get the information of Government office 
location and services provided by government 
agencies and public institutions. 

The user can easily find for government office 
locations their related branches, Phone numbers, 
working hours, website and to identify the 
services offered by Government agencies, on 
an interactive map. The application also provides 
a set of additional tools like Routing, Printing, 
Bookmarks, Identify and drawing tools.

Find Info

navigation
Find Gov
Services



Waqudi is a mobile public GIS application with 
rich information related to the Petrol stations and 
other locations in Oman.  

This application has valuable services for 
Omani residents and visitors, including maps 
and navigation features (online/offline) using 
ESRI platform   Waqudi is a GIS based mobile 
application which provides location information 
of the petrol stations and other services in Oman
 This application helps in easy identification and 
navigation (online/offline) to the services for 
residents and the tourist.

Current 
price

Find petrol 
pump 

Find petrol 
pump with 
restaurant

Locate 
emergency 

services

find nearby
services

Search petrol 
pump enroot

Find petrol
pump With 

shopping

Waqudi  A Mobile App for 
Automobile Sector
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ONSDI Metadata Editor

Oman National GeoSpatial Standard – Metadata 
for GeoSpatial DataSets - specifies a set of core 
metadata elements for use when describing 
geographic information resources. These elements 
consists of minimum Metadata information 
expected as part of the GeoSpatial Datasets and 
includes metadata category, names, the definition, 
obligation, whether their inclusion is mandatory, 
optional or conditional.

To Support the Oman GeoSpatial Community 
easily create the Metadata for their GeoSpatial 
DataSets, Oman NSDI developed a Metadata 
Style to be used with ESRI ArcGIS Desktop 
Products and launched in January 2017 for ONSDI 
stakeholders. The Metadata Editor tool is free and 
can be downloaded from NCSI’s Website.
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